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Technical Assignment #3—Lateral System Analysis and Confirmation Design 
Executive Summary: 
 

The FDA CDRH Laboratory is an office and laboratory space located on the Food and Drug Administration’s 
White Oak Consolidation Campus.  It is a four story building with a full below grade ground floor and fifth floor 
penthouse suite.  With a high bay laboratory located on its west side. It has a total square footage of 139,805 and a 
height of 86’ above grade.   
 
The building is made mainly out of cast-in-place concrete.  Which allows for its frame, made of pan-joist and col-
umns to act as both a gravity and lateral system.  Due to the monolithic nature of the building’s concrete structural 
system, all the members are fixed and allow loads to travel through them.  They also allow the transfer of moments 
caused by lateral forces.  
 
 Through this assignment I was able to continue my analysis of the building’s lateral system that was touched upon 
in Technical Assignment #1.  I looked at many different factors relating to lateral forces, from story drift and the 
overturning moment of the entire building, to the shear caused by torsion and the strength found in single lateral 
resistive members.   
 
I used both computer analysis and hand calculations throughout this assignment and found that computers make 
for very quick work of intricate details of a building that could take hours and even days to solve out by hand. 
However, without any hand calculations, an error in computer calculations can easily be lost in the many outputs 
of a computer.  Quick hand calculations, do not take a great deal of time and can reinforce what a computer has 
already stated, allow the engineer to be more confident in the computer output and understanding of the building 
system, as well as possibly show a better outlook of what members can handle rather then what they will endure. 
 
By looking at my system with both a computer program, and by hand, I proved that the original engineer of the 
CDRH Laboratory designed a structural system that can withstand all the lateral conditions that I tested.  The 
slight differences in exact numbers between the original system and the design requirements that I looked at could 
be caused by many circumstances, including but not limited to, new code requirements in the codes and design 
criteria that I used as compared to the original design codes, as well as rounding when converting dimensions from 
metric to English units. 
 
I found that seismic lateral loads control as was estimated in Technical Assignment #1, and the controlling equa-
tion was  1.2D + 1.0E + 0.5L + 0.2 S.  I also found that the overall deflection of the building was satisfactory to the 
criteria of H/400 , however, torsion did need to be taken into account when looking at the shear on members.  
Lastly I found exactly how much loading a single member can handle when both gravitational and lateral forces are 
applied.  This analysis proved that the CDRH Laboratory’s columns are designed to resist any load that they are 
predicted to encounter.  
 
The overall outcome from this project was that a building that is very heavy such as the CDRH Laboratory, and 
that is made of primarily concrete, will not be affected by wind, however, seismic can cause for some problems.  
However, a short, “squat” building, also like the CDRH Laboratory, will resist seismic loads very well.  When these 
two conditions are combined, the building itself can resist many lateral forces, and will not need additional lateral 
resisting systems, such as shear walls, or additional foundation elements to prevent overturn.  However, when de-
signing a building, one must also look at all conditions to be sure that no assumption is broad and that there is a 
good base of knowledge of what information is being provided either by a computer program or by hand calcula-
tions. 
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Introduction: 
 

The FDA CDRH Laboratory , located on the FDA consolidation campus in Silver Spring, Maryland is a four story 
building topped with a 5th floor penthouse suite totaling 133,833 square feet of space.  Its main purpose is to serve 
the FDA’s Research Devices and Radiological Health Center, with both office and laboratory suites.  The signature 
section of this building is a 5,972 square foot, one story, high-bay laboratory space found on the west side of the 
main laboratory and office space.  The building, with only the exception of the penthouse and high-bay laboratory, 
is made of cast-in-place concrete.   
 
The roof and structure of the penthouse, as well as that of the high-bay laboratory, are made of W-shape steel.  The 
typical column in the penthouse is either a W12 or W10 shape with typical steel beams in the roofing systems 
ranging from W8’s to W14’s.  The high-bay laboratory is composed of W18 steel beams framing into W24 girders.  
The steel lateral resistive force in roofing system is moment frames.  Also assisting in the resistance of lateral forces 
is the composite floor system made of 2” ribbed metal deck and a total of 6” of concrete.  The typical floor system, 
throughout main portions of the building, are made of 4.5” thick one way slabs, spanning in the north-south direc-
tion.   
 
There are two typical joist layouts, both of which are pan-joist systems due to the monolithic pour of the slab and 
joist.  The first typical plan has10” wide, and 16” deep joists, spaced 5’-3” on center.  These joists span either 18’ or 
15’–5” and are designed with the same requirements as beams due to their large size and spacing.  They are rein-
forced with #3 rebar on top, #6 rebar on the bottom, and the shear force is resisted with #3 rebar.   
 
The second typical bay is also a pan-joist system with the joist dimension of 16”X16”.  These joists are spaced 3’ on 
center and span a distance of 30’-9”.  The top and shear reinforcement is #3 rebar, with #8 bottom reinforcement.  
These bays feed into a system of beams, also poured monolithically.  The typical beam is 19.7” wide by 20.5” deep 
and spans 21’.  The reinforcement at the midspan is comprised of 3 - #9 rebar with endspan reinforcement of 6 - 
#9 rebar.  The shear forces are resisted with #3 rebar at 5.9” and then R rebar at 9”.  All concrete used in the pan-
joist system, as well as the beams have a strength of 4000psi.  The beams then feed into the typical 24”X18” con-
crete columns, which have a strength of 5000psi and are reinforced with 6-#8 rebar.   
 
Due to the monolithic nature of cast-in-place concrete, along with the “long-stout” shape of the building, no addi-
tional lateral resistance, beyond the fixed connections, is needed in the building frame.  There are also non-
standard progressive collapse beams that are to hold above loads, at least for a short period of time, when lower 
supports are removed.  The entire building rests on a typical foundation system of spread-footings below all col-
umns and a step footing around the perimeter of the building.   
 
In this report I will continue the research of the lateral system that is found in Technical Report #1 by comparing 
more detailed hand calculations with data that was found using the RAM structural modeling system.  The find-
ings of this report will be demonstrated in the following divisions: 
 
Loading Conditions 
Distribution of Loads 
Building Lateral System—Controlling load condition 
Analysis—Drift, Torsion, Overturning, Member Strength 
Conclusion 
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Loading Conditions:  
 
Dead loads: 
 
All dead load values derived from ASCE 7-02, Section 3 
 Concrete: 150pcf 
 Superimposed: 25psf (assumed) 
  Ceiling:  Acoustical Fiber board     1psf 
  Floor:  VCT        1psf 
  Mechanical/Electrical:       10psf 
  Partitions:        13psf 
     
  Total:         25psf 
 
Live Loads: 
 
All live load values come from ASCE 7-02, Section 4 
 Light Manufacturing (Most Laboratory Spaces): 125psf 
 Light Storage (Supplementary Laboratory Spaces): 125psf 
 
Although there are many different criteria for loading conditions, the controlling loading of 125psf can cover all 
loading in the CDRH Laboratory.  This is primarily due to the storage spaces available in the secondary laborato-
ries found on the typical office area and the light manufacturing and large amount of equipment found in the 
laboratory spaces. 
 
Snow Loads: 
 
Loading was found using ASCE 7-02, Section 7 
 
The snow load was found to be 20psf 
 
This load is not used in determining seismic because is it below 30psf.  However, it is used in finding the control-
ling lateral loading 
 
Example of snow loading calculation see appendix A 
 
Loading Combinations: (From LRFD/ASCE 7) 
 
 1.4D 
 1.2D + 1.6L +0.5S 
 1.2D + 1.6S + (0.5L or 0.8W) 
 1.2D + 1.6W + 0.5L + 0.5S 
 1.2D + 1.0E + 0.5L + 0.2S 
 0.9D + (1.6W or 1.0E) 
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Wind Loads: 
 
Loading was found using ASCE 7-02, Section 6 
 
A spreadsheet utilizing the factors and formulas given in the ASCE manual was used to calculate the distributed 
wind loads.  The wind was calculated in both the north-south direction and the east-west direction for both the 
main building and the laboratory space.  The two spaces could be analyzed separately for this report because they 
are not connected above grade.  The buildings do work together to resist the lateral forces, however, they are only 
working together underground.  Due to the wind only effecting above grade elements, this connection can be ig-
nored when finding the effects.  Some important assumptions made about the wind loading are that the buildings 
were approximated as a “box”.  The main building was analyzed with the dimensions of the north and south walls 
being 64.2’ long, the east and west walls being 304.5’ long with a height of 86.0236’ above the ground level.  The 
laboratory “box” was analyzed with the dimensions of the north-south walls being 47.4081’, the east-west  walls 
having a length of 84’, and a 18.4416’ above ground height. 
 
The following are the main factors used in referencing the site and building conditions.  All values were found 
using either the ASCE-7 02 manual, or were documented in the building specifications. 

The above conditions lead to the four resulting force charts on the following page. 
 
See Appendix B the complete spreadsheet documents used to find the resulting wind forces. 
 
 

 
 

Building Information 
Basic Wind Speed (mph) V 90 

Wind Importance Factor Iw 1.0 
Exposure Category - B 
Enclosure Classification - Enclosed 
Building Category - II 
Importance Factor I 1.00 
Internal Pressure Coefficient GCpi 0.18 
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RESULTS E/W Main Building 
z(ft) kz(T6-3) qz Psidewall(psf) Pleeward(psf) Pwindward(psf) Pinternal(psf) Ptotal(psf) 
0-15 0.70 12.338 -7.037 -6.893 8.042 3.046 14.935 
20 0.70 12.338 -7.037 -6.893 8.042 3.046 14.935 
25 0.70 12.338 -7.037 -6.893 8.042 3.046 14.935 
30 0.70 12.338 -7.037 -6.893 8.042 3.046 14.935 
40 0.76 13.395 -7.640 -6.893 8.731 3.046 15.624 
50 0.81 14.277 -8.142 -6.893 9.306 3.046 16.199 
60 0.85 14.982 -8.545 -6.893 9.765 3.046 16.658 
70 0.89 15.687 -8.947 -6.893 10.225 3.046 17.118 
80 0.93 16.392 -9.349 -6.893 10.684 3.046 17.577 
90 0.96 16.921 -9.650 -6.893 11.029 3.046 17.922 

RESULTS E/W Laboratory 

z(ft) kz(T6-3) qz Psidewall(psf) Pleeward(psf) Pwindward(psf) Pinternal(psf) Ptotal(psf) 
0-15 0.70 12.338 -7.421 -2.832 8.481 2.221 11.313 
20 0.70 12.338 -7.421 -2.832 8.481 2.221 11.313 

RESULTS N/S Laboratory 
z(ft) kz(T6-3) qz Psidewall(psf) Pleeward(psf) Pwindward(psf) Pinternal(psf) Ptotal(psf) 

0-15 0.70 12.338 -7.341 -5.244 8.390 2.221 13.633 
20 0.70 12.338 -7.341 -5.244 8.390 2.221 13.633 

RESULTS N/S Main Building 
z(ft) kz(T6-3) qz Psidewall(psf) Pleeward(psf) Pwindward(psf) Pinternal(psf) Ptotal(psf) 
0-15 0.70 12.338 -7.341 -2.876 8.390 3.046 11.266 
20 0.70 12.338 -7.341 -2.876 8.390 3.046 11.266 
25 0.70 12.338 -7.341 -2.876 8.390 3.046 11.266 
30 0.70 12.338 -7.341 -2.876 8.390 3.046 11.266 
40 0.76 13.395 -7.970 -2.876 9.109 3.046 11.985 
50 0.81 14.277 -8.495 -2.876 9.708 3.046 12.585 
60 0.85 14.982 -8.914 -2.876 10.188 3.046 13.064 
70 0.89 15.687 -9.334 -2.876 10.667 3.046 13.544 
80 0.93 16.392 -9.753 -2.876 11.146 3.046 14.023 
90 0.96 16.921 -10.068 -2.876 11.506 3.046 14.382 
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The results are then displayed on a frame. 
 
The Following two results are for the main building: 
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As can be seen from the distributed wind loading on the frames, the short frame takes similar loading to the larger 
on the first floor.   
 
These results are then factored into point loads by multiplying the distributed forces on the wall by the tributary 
width of the floor that the distributed load is affecting, and the width of the affected wall.   
 
The results can then be displayed on the frame (which can be seen on the following page) 

 
 
The results for the laboratory frame wind calculations: 
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Example of N/S main building wind load spreadsheet calculation see appendix B-1 
Example of E/W main building wind load spreadsheet calculation see appendix B-2 
Example of main building floor wind point loads see appendix B-1-6 and B-2-6 
Example of N/S laboratory wind load spreadsheet calculation see appendix B-3 
Example of E/W laboratory wind load spreadsheet calculation see appendix B-4 
Example of laboratory floor wind point loads see appendix B-3-6 and B-4-6 
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Seismic Loads: 
 

Loading was found using ASCE 7-02, Section 9 
 
As with wind loading, seismic loading was calculated using a spreadsheet.  The important assumptions used when 
finding seismic loading was that all floors have the same loading conditions.  This assumption could be made be-
cause all of the floors have the same layout of interior laboratory space surrounded by private offices.  Other as-
sumptions included that the building was again a “box”, neglecting the area of the high-bay laboratory, and that  
the structure was not specifically detailed for seismic loading.  Also, due to a continuous lateral resistive system of 
rigid concrete frames throughout the entire building in both directions, the seismic loading would be the same on 
each floor in each direction.  Because of this continuity found in the lateral system, a north/south loading was not 
taken separately from an east/west loading.  The wall masses as well as the roof and bay loadings were found using 
the ASCE 7-02 manual.   
 
Some important factors about the site and building were found using the ASCE-7 manual, or were documented in 
the building specifications.  These values can be seen in the table below: 

 
When using these factors along with equations, both of which are found in the ASCE-7 manual, the following 
results were found: 

Building Information 
Site Class Definition - C 
Seismic Use Group - I 
Seismic Design Category - B 
Occupancy Importance Factor I 1 
Response Modification Factor R 3 
Spectral Response Accel Short Ss 19% 
Spectral Response Accel 1 sec S1 7% 
Site Coefficient Fa 1.200 
Site Coefficient Fv 1.700 

RESULTS 
Floor # (Wx)(hx)^k (Foot-Pounds) Cvx Fx  (Pounds) Fx  (Kips) Vx  (Kips) 

Roof 51753158.27 0.074 80666.640 80.667   
Penthouse 262085292.33 0.372 408507.242 408.507 80.667 

Fourth 194981030.96 0.277 303913.136 303.913 489.174 
Third 129987353.97 0.185 202608.757 202.609 793.087 

Second 64993676.99 0.092 101304.379 101.304 995.696 
Sum 703800512.51 1.000 1097000.154 1097.000   

Base Shear 1097000.15       1097.000 1097.000 
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RESULTS 
Floor # (Wx)(hx)^k (Foot-Pounds) Cvx Fx  (Pounds) Fx  (Kips) Vx  (Kips) 

Roof 18274570.18 1.000 30023.267 30.023   
Sum 18274570.18 1.000 30023.267 30.023   

Base Shear 30023.27       30.023 30.023 
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When displayed on the building frame the loading is represented as follows: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
These results were found as floor point loads.  They were also found to be the controlling lateral load type; with 
the worse case load being the 408.507 kips on the fifth floor of the main laboratory space.  This load was then lat-
erally distributed using moment distribution.  
 
Example of main buildings seismic loading calculations see appendix C-1-1 
Example of main building seismic load spreadsheet calculation see appendix C-1-3 
Example of laboratory seismic loading calculations see appendix C-2-1 
Example of laboratory seismic load spreadsheet calculation see appendix C-2-2 
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Distribution of Loads on the Lateral Resistive System: 
 
The CDRH laboratory utilizes its concrete construction to resist lateral loads.  Because this is a rather stout build-
ing (the height is less then 1/3 the length) the lateral forces are very minimal as compared to the large amount of 
rigid frames that make up the building.  Because the building was cast monolithically, all the joints are fixed and 
therefore resist moment.  The load distribution through the building is very simple: the load travels from the point 
of contact through the façade to the beams that support it, the beams then send it through the frame at each inter-
section with columns and beams loads being distributed to the following beams and columns so that no single 
member is carrying a majority of the load.  The load will then travel from the columns down through the building 
until it reaches the foundations which will distribute the load into the ground. 
 
One can see how the lateral forces go from point loads on the side of the building to horizontal and vertical forces 
within the frame by viewing the portal method that was used in the critical seismic loading.  
 

 
 
From this diagram, one can see that each bay takes part of the loading with the final bay taking interior vertical 
loads of 51.531 kips and horizontal loads of 13.445 kips and 81.529 kips.  The load is dissipated over the entire 
building.  I chose to look at the smaller span because all the loads would be larger because of the lower area to dis-
tribute it over.  Even when looking at the smaller bay, with the highest lateral force, the load in the most affected 
area (the horizontal floor at the point load) has over a 100 kip reduction to the exterior force due to the distribu-
tion of the load over the entire lateral system. 
 
For an example of a portal frame to find the distribution of lateral loading see appendix D 
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Building Lateral System: 
 
Each loading condition was added into the structural system of RAM 2003.  All building members were first put 
into RAM and each member size was pre-designated.  Because the actual structural system was used, the actual 
loading conditions could then be used on the model.   

From the loading conditions that I derived by hand, I was able to find the controlling loading condition by using 
RAM.  Because there were over 10 different wind conditions and 4 different seismic conditions alone, when put 
into combinations, there were over 41 possible loading combinations.  RAM allowed me to easily find the control-
ling combination to be: 
 
  1.2D + 1.0E + 0.5L + 0.2 S 
   When E is equal to the seismic force in the y-direction with negative eccentricity force. 
 
This condition is consistent with my finding, earlier in this report, in which I determined that the seismic would 
be the controlling lateral force over wind. 
 
I was also able to use RAM to calculate the story drifts and compare them to the H/400 criteria.  Again, using the 
hand calculated values of live, dead, wind, and seismic forces, I was able to view how each of these forces effected 
the building as a whole.  The results can be found on the next page.   
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Analysis: 
 
Story Drifts: 
 
The story drifts were found using RAM 2003.  A 3-D structural model was constructed and all of the real loading 
conditions were placed on the model.  The controlling load condition for the north and south walls was the seis-
mic loads in the y-direction with a positive eccentricity placed in the y-direction (the east-west direction).  The con-
trolling load condition for the east and west walls was also seismic, however it was in the x-direction with a negative 
eccentricity placed in the x-direction (the north-south direction).  
 
 
The resultant drifts on each floor are as follows: 
 
  Y-direction  H/400   X-direction  H/400 
 
Roof  2.23”   2.59”   2.09”   2.59” 
 Per Floor 0.35”   0.73”   0.46”   0.73” 
 
Penthouse 1.88”   1.85”   1.63”   1.85” 
 Per Floor 0.33”   0.46”   0.29”   0.46” 
 
Fourth Floor 1.55”   1.39”   1.33”   1.39” 
 Per Floor 0.50”   0.46”   0.43”   0.46” 
 
Third Floor 1.05”   0.93”   0.90”   0.93”  
 Per Floor 0.61”   0.46”   0.51”   0.46” 
  
Second Floor 0.44”   0.46”   0.39”   0.46” 
 Per Floor 0.44”   0.46”   0.39”   0.46” 
 
 
As one can see from the comparison of the story drifts in both the x and y directions, the overall drift of the build-
ing is kept below the required h/400 criteria in both the x and the y.  However, as one looks at the drift of each 
floor, and the total drifts of the building as you go up floor by floor, some of the interior floors do not pass the 
criteria.  The failing of these is to the hundredths of an inch and could be caused by many circumstances including 
multiple conversions between metric and english units of measurement, the center of mass could be slightly off 
due to additional weights that were not taken into account, along with many other small errors.  Exaggerated im-
ages of the resultant shape due to seismic loading in the x and y can be seen on the following page. 
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For more details of the story drifts caused by seismic loading see appendix E 

 
Torsion: 
 
Due to the symmetry in all directions of the building, there is no eccentricity when finding the resistance of the 
CRDH Laboratory to lateral loads.  However, the eccentricity is taken to be the 5% of the building total length in 
both the north-south and east-west directions, as required by code.  The center of moment is also found to be in 
the center of the main laboratory building, due to the negligible weight of the mainly steel constructed laboratory 
that is only connected on the underground level; as compared to the cast-in-place main building with an area over 
22 times the square footage of the laboratory.  The following are the resultant shear forces caused by torsion at 
each level of the CDRH Laboratory. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The torsional shear on the building was found in both the x and y directions (north-south and east-west directions 
respectively), to be large enough to be considered when finding total shear forces on the building.  This is espe-
cially the case at the penthouse level, where the shear torsion is found to be nearly 10% of the shear value found in 
the controlling seismic lateral loading case.  
 
The average torsional values are similar to those given in the output of RAM, however, only through using hand 
calculations can one easily understand how the moment of the building as a whole can effect each member as a 
shear force. 
 
Example of torsional shear calculations see appendix F 
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Seismic Loaded in the y with positive eccentricity Seismic Loaded in the x with negative eccentricity 
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Overturning Moment: 

 
The controlling frame for the overturning moment is in the short direction, due to the smaller length of the build-
ing causing for a smaller resistive moment from the dead load on the building.  A diagram of the loading on the 
section of the building can be seen below.  Even when the controlling side of the building is looked at, the over-
turning moment is much smaller then the resistive moment due to extremely large dead load caused by the con-
crete construction of the CRDH building.  It is found that the overturning moment is only 53,934 kips while the 
resistive moment is 1,122,762 kips, therefore overturning moment does not cause the need for additional founda-
tion connections.  Uplift can be considered negligible due to this extremely large resistive moment. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For an example of the overturning moment and the resistive moment see appendix G 
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Member Strength: 

 
Typical Column Gravity Load: 
 
To find if the columns could withstand the lateral loading we first needed to find the axial loading which was done 
by examining the gravity loads that each column was typically subject to (the dead weight plus the member weight 
of a typical column).   The column below is a 5000psi, 24”X18” column, with 6-#8 rebar, which is typical for most 
of the columns found in the FDA-CDRH Laboratory.  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The column was found to support up to 1836 kips which well exceeded the 231.5 kips found on the column be-
tween the third and fourth floor, and was also large enough to support the loading of 866 kips in the column (of 
the same size) found between the ground and first floor. 
 
Example of the typical column axial analysis see appendix H-1 
 
Column Lateral Moment: 
 
After the column passed the axial loading, the lateral loading could be added to the column, due to the fact that all 
lateral loads are withstood using only the fixity of the frame.  The forces used were the same forces found using the 
portal method on the seismic loading, thus assuring that the column could withstand the worst loading case.  The 
interior column spanning the fifth floor to the roof, has a strength of 1836 kips, and proved to be more than 
enough capacity to support the gravity load from the roof as well as the estimated moment of 84 ft-kips per frame 
caused by the lateral force.  This value was checked using figure 18.18.5.6, and was found to be in the “safe range”. 
 
Example of the column analysis with lateral loading see appendix H-2 
 
Example of figure 18.18.5.6 see appendix H-3 
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Conclusion: 
 
By taking a more in-depth look at the lateral system of the CDRH Laboratory, one can see that a concrete struc-
ture, although not subject to high deflection due to wind, is very susceptible to seismic loadings due to its in-
creased weight.  The CDRH Laboratory, however, also had its profile to work against both major lateral loading 
cases (seismic and wind), and because of its “squat” shape the building did not need additional resistive systems for 
the lateral loads, beyond its own fixed connections, caused by the monolithic nature of cast-in-place concrete.  
 
 In this technical assignment I was able to utilize both my own traditional engineering knowledge in doing hand 
calculations, as well as my technical knowledge and computer skills to analyze the lateral forces and reactions on 
the CDRH Laboratory.  I was able to find that you must get a basic understanding of your subject by using hand 
calculations, such as knowing which case will most likely control (seismic) and then using the computer to your 
advantage so that one does not need to go though 41 different loading cases to find which is the critical loading 
condition.  In this case the hand calculation and the computer program both proved that seismic did control over 
wind with the equation of 1.2D + 1.0E + 0.5L + 0.2 S.  In continuing the analysis of the lateral system, one finds 
other useful ways to use the computer program to assist in shortening some very grueling equations such as finding 
the total drift of the building, however, the stiffness was found by using hand calculations to be sure that your 
drifts were not too outrageous as compared to the strength of the building.  In this condition it was found that the 
“squat” building was able to resist the seismic loading to a desired deflection under the H/400 criteria. 
 
The stiffness was then used to derive torsion and to find if the shear forces caused by torsion would need to be 
considered in the members.  The torsion did turn out to be large enough to need to be considered and this was 
confirmed by looking at the RAM report for torsion and finding similar values for the overall torsion of the build-
ing.  
 
Again the heavy characteristic of traditional concrete construction proved to resist the overturning moment, due to 
the very large force caused by the mass of the building to resist all lateral forces.  This also shows that additional 
concerns did not need to be taken into consideration for the foundation system of the CDRH Laboratory. 
 
Finally the member strength was able to be compared using RAM and then solved by hand to prove that the a par-
ticular member was more than able to hold any critical load placed on it.  By doing the hand calculation and then 
using another tool available to engineers, design charts and tables, the columns were found to not only be more 
than able to resist all vertical forces, but also resist the lateral forces, with a great deal of additional strength avail-
able to resist unexpected loads. 
 
As one can see, computers allow for great ease in understanding many different conditions in a much more 
reasonable time than that of hand calculations, however, hand  calculations can give you a better understanding 
of what is causing all the reactions that are occurring in a building.  Hand calculations can also allow you to see 
how large, or little, of a total load a member can handle, not just the type of load that that member has on it, 
and allows for a great way to solve a future changes that my occur to a structure. 
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Appendix B 
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Seismic Loads 
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Appendix D 
Load Distribution 
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Story Drift 
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Torsional Loads 
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Appendix G 
Overturning Moment 
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Member Strength 
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